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PRICE
£10

PRICE
£10

PRICE
£10 LONDON LADIES LOVE LEATHER & LATEX

The ultimate in fetish fantasy comes to fruition right here! 
These British girls are driven by their lust and desire for 

domination. The air is filled with seduction, desire and perversion - 
everything you want to whet your appetite and quench your every fetish 
desire! Enjoy beautiful girls, skin tight latex, kinky goths, peeping toms, 
and female doms taking advantage of their pony boy!

Code
LD-16905

Studio
Simply Films

Was
£21

COCK JOCKEYS 
This is a great compilation of scenes from Ben Dover's 
archives - a 150 minute jizzfest featuring six fantastic fillies 
straddling monster cocks. Lianne Young just can't get 

enough cock up her arse, while ravishing redhead Rebecca 
Irwin has her sweet virgin sphincter plundered. Gwen is a blonde 

with a fantastic body and wonderfully hairy bush, and brunette 
Caroline is a sophisticated babe who gets a dick up her arse. The finale 
features stunning glamour models Betty and Lisa, who are shagged 
senseless before getting face-painted!  

Code
BD-6849

Studio
Ben Dover

Was
£21

LEXINGTON HARD AS STEELE
Fan favourites Belladonna, Taylor St Claire and Monica 
Sweetheart service Lexington Steele's legendary black cock in 
Lexington Hard As Steele, a compilation of some of his greatest 
scenes as shot by Joey Silvera. The brother has a dick like a baseball 
bat, and these babes queue up to have some of it! That enormous cock 
gives the stunning petite porn princesses the ultimate test, thoroughly 
ramming their tiny pink orifices. The big ebony legend delivers a 
massive meat injection to his gorgeous cast as he fills and expands 
their wee pussies with his huge throbbing black dick!   

Code
EE-11154

Studio
Evil Empire Euro

Was
£20

Order by  with the special order form in this brochure, 05/05/18
pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order or cash - 

and get a £5 discount on your total order value !!!£5off

£10 Bargain Sale Hetero DVDs!
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For every  in one order, £100 you spend
choose ONE  ITEM (up to £20 value only) absolutely FREE FREE!!££ ££

PRICE
£15

PRICE
£15

PRICE
£15

MOTHERS THAT PLEASE (2 DVDS)
Mother knows best! These MILF hotties know exactly what you 
want - and just how to give it, using their expert moves and incredible 
sexperience! Enjoy the juiciest clips from the Zero Tolerance vaults in 
this two dvd collection that delivers sweet satisfaction from Mothers 
That Please!       

Code
ZT-2626

Studio
Zero Tolerance

Was
£21

BARELY 18 6: ANAL EDITION  
The beautiful rampant teen queens in Barely 18 6: Anal Edition 
love to be ass pounded by big hard cocks and give up pussies, 
asses and mouths to fat huge dicks. Shagged in the ass by a hot stud, 
they take thick cock like total sluts before getting a mouthful of cream. 
Over two hours of extreme teenage whores who love it up the butt! 

Code
PM-11421

Studio
Pumpkin Media Europe

Was
£23

FROM DUSK TIL PORN
Soho: the Dark Heart of London, and the setting for From 

Dusk Til Porn. A seething mass of sex shops and nightclubs 
populated by the seedy underbelly of society - the desperate, 

the weak and the unloved. Lurking undetected in this den of iniquity is 
an even greater evil - The Vampire. The result is a series of hot 
encounters as two London detectives try and solve the crazed sexual 
occurrences!  

Code
RH-7242

Studio
Relish XXX

Was
£21

£15 Bargain Sale Hetero DVDs!
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PRICE
£25

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

CUM ON MY BRACES
Who says that teen girls with braces don't know how to give blowjobs? 
These little tinsel toothed tarts all know how to wrap their lips around thick 
poles and suck them to stiffness without their braces getting in the way. 
Then they squeeze the hard cocks with their tight pussies!

Code
DD-3400

Studio
Score

Was
£22

EXQUISITE FUCKING SLUTS (3 DVDS)
A terrific three dvd Harmony package containing Fuck Me 3, Exquisite 
Slits, and Summer Fucking. Fuck Me 3 brings you up close and personal 
with six of the world's hottest porn stars. Ash Hollywood relives her most 
perverse lesbian fantasies in Exquisite Slits. In Summer Fucking, scantily 
clad cock crazed sluts get their thrills in the great outdoors!

Code
HM-7526

Studio
Harmony XXX

Was
£30

PUNISHMENT THERAPY
Hardcore extreme action all the way in Punishment Therapy as these 
Porn Freaks are taken to their absolute limits in over two hours of kinky 
fun. Pissing, pussy fisting, toys, fucking and sucking! Can you take it?        

Was
£24

Code
PF-5731

Studio
Porn Freaks

WE LOVE GANGBANGS 1
100% British greedy girl gangbang action from start to finish in We Love 
Gangbangs 1, the first in a new services from UK Porn Party. Watch sex 
mad English girls get thoroughly fucked at these very real sex parties!   

Code
BK-478

Studio
UK Porn Party

Was
£22

SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY!
USE OUR ORDER FORM IN THE CENTRE OF THIS BROCHURE

New Hetero Releases
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PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

VOLUPTUOUS XTRA HARDCUT 8
Voluptuous Xtra Hardcut 8 features six super-stacked V-Girls in the 
kind of hardcore action you expect from the people who know big tits 
best. These girls have xtra tits, xtra ass, and xtra curves, and they're 
doing what they do best - tit-fucking, cock-sucking and getting fucked 
hard!  

Was
£22

Code
SC-15188

Studio
Score

GRANDMA LIKES IT BIG & BLACK
You're never too old for a big black cock, and the grandmas in Grandma 
Likes It Big & Black take it every way imaginable. Black cocks are the only 
thing that will service these old foxes - and boy do they love that chocolate 
stick. Who would have thought grandmas could suck and fuck big black 
dicks this good!          

Code
PF-3366

Studio
Older Women

Was
£24

PRIVATE HAUSBESUCHE (5 HOURS)
Home visits are usually on a professional basis; the doctor calling round 
or the vicar popping in for tea. A five hour maelstrom of sexual pleasure 
where deep-throating cock is mandatory and pussies getting licked, 
fingered and pounded at home is more than just appreciated!            

Was
£23

Code
MU-9197

Studio
Muschi Movies

BAD ASS GRANDMA SERIES 2  
Five more episodes featuring Lacey Starr as the Bad Ass Grandma in 
which she gets down and dirty with some of the hottest UK talent. This 
series was originally shown on Television X - but now you can see it 
totally uncut, including all the hardcore porn bits that were way too 
extreme for TV!

Studio
Lacey Starr Prod’s

Was
£22

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE  CALL (UK) 0161 408 3502

 WE ARE WAITING FOR YOUR CALL!

New Hetero Releases

Code
LD-1079
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PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

TEENS TAKE IT BLACK 2
Naive young teenage sluts are stretched beyond repair! Tiffany is a 
curvaceous young slut who loves thick chocolate cock, while Joseline 
embraces every inch of a huge cock with her tight pink pussy! Abby and 
Raven both enjoy their stepbrother's huge chocolate pole, while Katerina 
gets her sweet pussy stretched out by her trainer's hard black dick! 

Code
BK-19899

Studio
Lethal Hardcore

Was
£23

Studio
Granddadz

FUCKING OLD GUYS 2
More young sluts fuck the brains out of old men in Fucking Old Guys 
2. Five great scenes of dirty old guys enjoying the encounters of their 
lifetime! To these horny sluts, there's something about older men that's 
irresistible. And when it comes to even older men, there is no stopping 
their raging desires from getting what they need!

Code
LD-21404

Was
£23

EXTREM BEHAARTE MUSCHIS
Do you like your women shaved and bald, or do you like them au natural 
with a furry bush that you can dive straight into? Well, if it's the latter then 
you're in for a treat as these hairy babes are more than just a little frisky as 
they spread their wet hairy muffs. Hairy beavers are hot, and aficionados 
of hairy women will truly appreciate this two hours of pussy the way it's 
meant to be. Just hairy! 

Code
BB-15193

Studio
BB Video

Was
£23

JIM POWERS BUKKAKE 1
Over eighty massive loads of bukkake cum! Sexy blonde Sarah Vandella 
sucks multiple cocks and gets drenched. Semen covered Layla makes 
America great again by getting fucked and swallowing 25 loads, while 
Riley Nixon and Nina Elle get to suck 25 cocks and share the bukkake 
treatment before getting gangbanged!         

Studio
Juicy Entertainment

Code
JT-16757

Was
£23

ORDER ONLINE - OVER 30,000 ITEMS!
www.simply-adult.com

New Hetero Releases
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PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

CHARLOTTE'S ABDUCTION FANTASY
Charlotte Vale confesses a fantasy to her therapist of being abducted and 
gangbanged by a group of men. As she describes her fantasy in detail, 
you get to see exactly what is happening in her head! Bondage sex, 
gangbang, blow bang, spitting, slapping, rough sex and more!    

Code
KC-7125

Studio
Kink.Com

Was
£26

FUCK MY OLD ASS 8
Fuck My Old Ass 8 features the raunchiest butt-stuffed MILFs going. 
These six sultry moms and wives have dabbled in every sort of perverse 
and debaucherous sexual kink imaginable, but they've figured out what 
pleases them most - hard ass-fucking! Another mature woman winner 
from Score!     

Studio
Score

Code
DD-24079

Was
£22

INZEST: SEX IN DER FAMILIE (6 HOURS)
Inzest is best, especially when doting dads and overindulgent mums take 
pampering their little darlings to a whole new level! Some say it should be 
forbidden, but these lustful family members just don't care! It's impossible 
for them to be together without satisfying their wanton and taboo urges!

Was
£23

Code
BB-15348

Studio
BB Video

SEX SLAVE FOR HER HUSBAND AND ALL HIS FRIENDS
Sasha Swift plays a Russian mail order bride who dreams of coming to 
America for a better life with a rich husband. Unfortunately for her, her 
new husband locks her in the basement with a chain around her throat 
and turns her into a sex slave for him and his friends! 

Code
KC-3285

Studio
Kink.Com

Was
£26

All orders are packed discreetly, are UK despatched,
and are delivered to you by Royal Mail££ ££

New Hetero Releases
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PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

Studio
Viv Thomas

OBEY & SURRENDER
It's time to take control as these lesbian ladies surrender their bodies and 
explore each other's sexual boundaries. Watch fierce mistresses 
command and dominate their partners in an effort to test their sexual 
limits. Their darkest desires are awakened when they Obey & Surrender 
to their lesbian masters!  

Code
SV-24251

Was
£23

New Lesbian & She-Male Releases

TRANSSEXUAL TORTURE CHAMBER
Whips, chains, leather masks, and ball-gags are just a few of the things 
you'll find inside this Transsexual Torture Chamber. Step inside - if you 
dare - and witness TS babes fucking and tag teaming horny studs in over 
three hours of hardcore BDSM tranny action!       

Code
EM-11799

Was
£23

GRANNY FUCKING TEENS
Granny Fucking Teens features over two hours of hot grannies and 
beautiful pussy licking teenies in older/younger lesbian action. Watch as 
these pussy loving sweeties go insane with tongues, fingers and dick in 
some fine finger-loving, pussy-lapping, tongue-teasing, dick fucking, old 
and young encounters!       

Was
£24

Code
PF-5550

Studio
 Older Women

OUR STORY
Erotic stories unfold as beautiful ladies share with you their tales of love, 
passion, and fire. With the flick of a tongue and the thrust of a hand, they 
are eager to drive each other into an intense climax. Wave after wave of 
orgasmic bliss sweeps over these beauties in their passionate stories of 
love!     

Studio
Viv Thomas

Code
SV-9402

Was
£23

Order by  with the special order form in this brochure, 05/05/18
pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order or cash - 

and get a £5 discount on your total order value !!!£5off

Studio
Third World Media
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For every  in one order, £100 you spend
choose ONE  ITEM (up to £20 value only) absolutely FREE FREE!!££ ££

Catch Up On Magma & Tabu Dvds 
Price Was £22 Each, Now Just £20 Each!!

MG-10445
Take The Bi Road

MG-12237
Mother Fuckers

 

MG-16219
Sugar Daddies

 MG-17647
Planet Nylon

MG-18126
Dick Hungry Debutantes

MG-18424
The Panty Sniffer

MG-24504
Psycho Clinic

MG-24497
Nympho Nurses

MG-18853
Mummy Loves You
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PRICE
£10

PRICE
£10

PRICE
£15

BE MY CUM DUMP
There’s only one thing better than being fucked hard by a big 
fat dick - and that’s when it’s completely raw and the spurting 
dick floods your guts with hot spunk, filling you up until you 

can’t hold it all in. Then pulling out and feeding you the 
remaining drips of cum from their dick, still warm from your ass. Be 

My Cum Dump is full to bursting with big dicked raw fucking and internal 
cumshots, not to mention snowballing, and ass to mouth! 

Code
EC-16325

Studio
Bulldog XXX

Was
£28

EXOTIC FUCKERS
Who can resist a big black cock? Not these horny white 
fuckers that's for sure! It may be their first interracial coupling, 
but these Exotic Fuckers are up for anything and are drooling as 
they anticipate dick-meat that big sliding down their throats and up 
their snug lily white asses! Watch the horny studs 69 by the pool, get on 
it with a threeway tagging, and go black on white on the sofa in a hot 
foursome! You will be agreeing with the old adage of once you go 
black, you never go back!  

Code
FA-2961

Studio
Big Boy

Was
£26

BAREBACK INSIDE
It's hot and horny stuff in Bareback Inside featuring eight 

stunning Latino lads aged between 18 and 21. In every scene 
the boys bareback bums with real lust, screwing their mate's smooth 
little arses red raw, before dumping thick and stringy loads of cum in 
each other's mouths. These boys are hot for it, and spew out massive 
loads of sperm in an excellent dvd that cums highly recommended!     

Code
VP-2255

Studio
Nawty Batty Boys

Was
£24

£10 & £15 Bargain Sale Gay Dvds!

SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY!
USE OUR ORDER FORM IN THE CENTRE OF THIS BROCHURE10
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PRICE
£25

PRICE
£30

PRICE
£25

PRICE
£20

New Gay Releases

LUST & INNOCENCE 3
Do you remember what it was like to be young and innocent and horny? A 
new generation of Bel Ami's Freshmen prove that they have got what it 
takes in Lust & Innocence 3. Watch Bel Ami's youngest models in 
raunchy bareback action as they go full out to make porn great again!   

Code
BA-4221

Studio
Bel Ami 

Was
£33

WE'VE GOT THE BUILDERS IN
A Triga compilation featuring some classic lads getting down and dirty 
and parading their scaffolding poles for all to see. A cracking three hours 
and twenty-five minutes of prime British blokes and genuine geezers. 
This movie is jam packed with more hot scally totty than a fit labourer's 
lunch box!    

Code
TG-24220

Studio
Triga Films

Was
£27

ASS MASTER'S DUNGEON
Rusty is kept in a metal cage for days because he refuses to carry out the 
Ass Master's wishes in this hard-hitting Kink.Com dvd. Rusty's hard cock 
is sucked by a machine while he is plowed by the Mini Mite strapped to 
the Dominater! Then Patrick is subjected to a monster fucking machine 
that pounds on his prostate and makes him cum prematurely!              

Code
KC-4523

Studio
Kink.Com 

Was
£26

SPLASH MY GUTS WITH CUM
Butch Dixon is back with his latest crop of beefy sex-addicted men who 
follow their instinct to breed. These hung and horny studs are insatiable 
and rough - primal bareback breeding fucking is the only thing that stands 
a chance of satisfying their hunger!    

Was
£28

Code
MP-10698

Studio
Butch Dixon

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE  CALL (UK) 0161 408 3502

 WE ARE WAITING FOR YOUR CALL! 11
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PRICE
£30

PRICE
£25

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£25

OFFENSIVELY LARGE 3
More insatiable bottoms and more huge tops in Offensively Large 3, 
another edition of the Bel Ami series which features their largest super 
hung models pounding very willing bottoms. The three elements of a star 
Bel Ami model are all present here - a handsome face, a muscular body, 
and a large penis. How much can the bottoms take?        

Code
BA-4002

Studio
Bel Ami

Was
£31

TRUCKER FUCKERS
Have you ever fantasized about picking up a truck driver in a rest area or 
truck stop? Or, better yet, have you ever dreamed of being picked up by 
not only one but two hot truck drivers - and kidnapped then fucked across 
the USA? Well, that is what happens in Trucker Fuckers. There is no such 
thing as a free ride!         

Code
HK-6505

Studio
Hot Desert Knights

Was
£28

GEARED
Pulling on their tight rubber wear, the men and boys in Geared get off on 
the restrictive skin tight feeling of rubber against skin. With toned young 
men taking a rough pounding on the scaffolding platform, slim twinks 
being dominated by a hung twink, and inked muscle men pushing balls 
deep - the rubber must be giving these guys something they’ve missed!

Was
£29

Code
EC-10997

Studio
Bulldog XXX

DOCTOR MORGAN BLACK'S FANTASY
Dr Black goes against his code of ethics when the dirty doctor gets turned 
on by his fit new patient, Mitch. He fantasises about sucking his beautiful 
cock, flogging his ass, fucking his hole, and forcing a huge electric butt-
plug made of clear acrylic up him. Will his fantasies become a reality?   

Code
KC-13344

Studio
Kink.Com 

Was
£26

ORDER ONLINE - OVER 30,000 ITEMS!
www.simply-adult.com

New Gay Releases
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PRICE
£20

PRICE
£25

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

GRAND SLAM
It’s game, set and match for the Sport Ladz team, as twelve of the hottest 
tennis wannabes get together for some of the raunchiest court-based 
action you’re ever likely to see! Cheer as the dirtiest horniest fuckers 
paint the court white with oodles of fresh jizz!         

Studio
Sport Ladz

Code
SL-18736

Was
£29

STRAIGHT JEFFREY'S BLOND BOY BITCH
A feast of twink bottom action, full of enthusiastic pretty boys with one-
size-fits-all arseholes. Supreme power bottoms Bobby Wilson and Seth 
Fisher lead the way, taking super-sized cocks and moaning for more. 
Lean teen bods, massive rods, and super-sized cumshots! Twinktastic!        

Studio
Miami Studios

Code
MS-23211

Was
£25

HUNGRY FOR BIG FAT DICKS
With seven sizzling hot scenes and fifteen horny guys, Hungry For Big 
Fat Dicks has a menu that's to everyone's taste! 100% bare and raw 
action! With delectable duets and athletic threeways, these cum-hungry 
boys love nothing more than rounding off a raw and rough butt-beating 
with a mouthful of creamy man-juice.        

Studio
Twink Pix

Code
VP-21023

Was
£29

GRAPPLD
Hard wrestling and sex action with two dry regular wrestles and two wet 
wrestles, before all eight guys wrestle then fuck the hell out of each other 
in tight-fitting spandex singlets. Pounded through the mats or splash 
fucked in a pool of gunk these competitive jocks fuck as hard as they fight 
in a crotch-grabbing, weight throwing, arse slapping ride of a movie!      

Code
UK-9241

Studio
UK Hot Jocks

Was
£28

All orders are packed discreetly, are UK despatched,
and are delivered to you by Royal Mail££ ££

New Gay Releases
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PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

PRICE
£20

TOUCH MY MEAT
When someone touches and massages the most intimate parts of our 
body, that's when we realise just how acute our sense of touch can be. 
Especially when the contact comes from a handsome stranger! Stunning 
sensual encounters that aren't ever over until every inch of meat has 
been well and truly rubbed to squirting point!     

Studio
SauVage

Code
SV-11786

Was
£29

SEXY SAUNA BOYS
Join eight Sexy Sauna Boys as they enjoy some uninhibited fun in a gay 
sauna. Hot sex action with cute boys is what's on offer in this hot dvd from 
Erocreations. So, if you like young Euro boys taking stiff cock in their 
tender arseholes, then this is the dvd for you!

Code
EC-13784

Studio
EroCreations

Was
£29

SPANISH SUN
A gang of beauties head for Spain to indulge their appreciation of 
Spanish Sun and cock! It's not long before the hot boys are taking full 
advantage of the hospitality in a series of ass-breaking, ball-draining 
escapades. Whilst the skies are clear and blue, there's showers aplenty - 
of hot creamy pent-up spunk!

Was
£29

Code
SV-2725

Studio
SauVage

REVVED UP
We've all heard about sex in the back of a car - but these biker boys are 
going one stage further as they get Revved Up and push their machines 
and their asses to the point of no return for the ultimate sexual thrill. Get 
set for the ride of your life as the best team on two wheels unleashes a 
legion of dick and a cascade of spunk to help clean out your exhaust!    

Code
EC-603

Studio
Staxus

Was
£29

Order by  with the special order form in this brochure, 05/05/18
pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order or cash - 

and get a £5 discount on your total order value !!!£5off

New Gay Releases
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http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Spanish-Sun-SauVage.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Revved-Up-Staxus.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Touch-My-Meat-SauVage.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Sexy-Sauna-Boys-EroCreations.html


For every  in one order, £100 you spend
choose ONE  ITEM (up to £20 value only) absolutely FREE FREE!!££ ££

Catch Up On Ikarus Dvds
Price Was £22 Each, Now Just £20 Each!!

LD-378
White Peaks 

VP-21022
 Hot Memories Of Summer

LD-22285
 HungBAREians

LD-23080
 Bareback Circus

LD-971
Alpine Passion

LD-10197
Bareback Snowboys

LD-16547
 Bare Cottage Nights

LD-389
 Son Of Mykonos

LD-397
 Friends
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http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-White-Peaks-Ikarus-Entertainment.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Son-Of-Mykonos-Ikarus-Entertainment.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Friends-Ikarus-Entertainment.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Alpine-Passion-Ikarus-Entertainment.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Bareback-Snowboys-Ikarus-Entertainment.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Bare-Cottage-Nights-Ikarus-Entertainment-R18.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Hot-Memories-Of-Summer-Ikarus-Entertainment.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-HungBAREians-Ikarus-Entertainment.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Bareback-Circus-Ikarus-Entertainment.html


05/05/18

Toys & More
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http://www.simply-adult.com/Hustler-Sex-Toys.html?cat=3


Toys & More
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http://www.simply-adult.com/Hustler-Sex-Toys.html?cat=3


05/05/18

Toys & More
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http://www.simply-adult.com/King-Cock-Pipedream-Dildo-Sex-Toys.html?cat=3


Toys & More
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http://www.simply-adult.com/King-Cock-Pipedream-Dildo-Sex-Toys.html?cat=3


Toys & More
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http://www.simply-adult.com/Sport-Fucker-Sex-Toys.html?cat=4


Toys & More
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http://www.simply-adult.com/Sport-Fucker-Sex-Toys.html?cat=4


Toys & More
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http://www.simply-adult.com/Gun-Oil-Lubrication.html


Toys & More
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Completely FREE SHIPPING on all items in this brochure!

For every £100 you spend in one order choose ONE FREE ITEM (up to £20 value only) 
absolutely FREE!!

An EXTRA £5 DISCOUNT per order if you order by 05/05/18 using the order form in 
this brochure and pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order or cash.

By post using the order form in the centre of this brochure:

Simply The Best, Apdo 212 AP, 29630-01 Benalmadena Costa, SPAIN (£1.25 
stamp) 

or
STB, 4 Old Park Lane, London, W1K 1QW (First or Second Class stamp)

(note - for quicker delivery, please use our Spain address)

By email (orders@simply-adult.com), online at www.simply-adult.com, by phone to 
(UK) 0161 408 3502 (open 8am to 4pm UK time, answering machine out of hours and 
at weekends), or by fax to (UK) 0207 900 3622.

UK cheque, payable to STB
UK blank uncrossed postal orders, (please keep counterfoils)
UK cash (notes only please, no coins). Registered post is recommended
Credit/Debit Card - Visa and Mastercard only.

Your approved credit card purchase will appear on your statement as a charge from
Simply The Best, Spain

(Eire customers must send payment in sterling. We cannot accept Euro cash or cheques)

Orders are UK despatched and delivered by Royal Mail. All are packed discreetly 
inside an unmarked jiffy bag with no indication of the contents. You should receive 
your order within 10-14 days, if not sooner.

If you decide not to request the plastic cases for your dvds, then the discs are sent to 
you inside protective covers in a padded envelope that will fit through any letter box. 
All other items are sent with their original packaging.

If your complete order has not arrived 21 days after sending your order to us, please 
contact us immediately by post, by email (info@simply-adult.com), or by phone (UK) 
0161 408 3502, or fax (UK) 0207 900 3622. We will then trace any lost items for you.

If you receive a faulty or incorrect item, please contact us for a return authorisation.

All items in this brochure are completely legal to own in the UK, and none of the dvds 
we sell feature any models under the age of 18. All dvds are originals (no pirate 
copies) and are fully uncensored hardcore - so please do not order if you are 
offended by full uncut sex action.
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Simply The Best, Apdo 212AP, 29630-01 Benalmadena Costa, Spain (£1.25 stamp)
STB, 4 Old Park Lane, London, W1K 1QW (1st or 2nd class stamp)

(for quicker delivery, please use our Spain address.)

Order number (s) Price £

Name:
Address:

Postcode:

 I am paying by:
                    UK blank uncrossed postal order                            UK Cash (no coins)
                                  
           
Or Please charge my credit/debit card (no £5 discount):-                   Visa           Mastercard

Number: _ _ _ _     _ _ _ _     _ _ _ _    _ _ _ _      Expiry Date:  _ _  / _ _

CVC2 Code:  ____   (the 3 digit number on the back of your credit card.)

Write Your Name Exactly As Printed On Card:              Your Signature:

.............................................................................               ....................................................................

Item Names

If this is an address change, write old 
address here so we can amend our 

records:-

Total Payment Enclosed £

Please ship my dvds:             With cases and covers            With covers, no plastic cases

                                                                  No cases, no covers

If order total is £100 or 
more, choose your free
£20 or under item(s) here:

Deduct £5 discount from total order if
you pay by cheque, blank uncrossed 
postal order or cash & your order is 
postmarked before 5 May 2018 

Total Order £

Note - requesting the plastic cases may involve collection from the post office if the package is too 
large for your letter box and you are not at home when the postman delivers

Use this order form by 05/05/18 & claim a £5 discount (excluding card orders)

UK cheque payable to STB

Brochure 06-18



Special £10 Sale Section

LAST CHANCE TO ORDER THESE £10 DVD SALE ITEMS FROM 

BROCHURES 17/17 & 18/17 - AVAILABLE UNTIL 05/05/18

Tag Teamed 3                            
Tag Teamed 3 showcases the art of double penetration where teamwork really pays! 
Let's face it, you can't always satisfy a slut by yourself. Plug her ass and jam her twat full 
of rock hard rods! Work together and fill her with man meat until she squeals! Stuff her 
mouth and pump her pussy with deep-plowing double penetrations! Watch these dual-
duty dames masterfully manage multiple cocks and devour dosages of dick.  
Order: QS-5081 Was £23, NOW £10 until 05/05/18

Doin' Da Bubble Butt 3
If Bubble Butt sistas make your heart pound, then call your doctor, because these asses 
are perfectly round! The ass is big, beautiful and black, and just cravin' a thick throbbing 
cock to fill the crack! The big ass sluts in Doin' Da Bubble Butt 3 have deep anal cravings 
and want you to cum on their buns! In this all anal dvd they only take it up the butt. These 
bitches got big old bubble butts too, and they get fucked in their asses like they just don't 
care! Banging bubble butts until unloading big thick nuts!  
Order: BC-7274  Was £23, NOW £10 until 05/05/18

Busty & Butt Fucked               
Four of the most beautiful and naturally stacked porn stars you have ever seen get the 
anal pounding of their lives in Busty & Butt Fucked. Watch as these stunning girls have 
their holes stretched to the max by huge thick shafts, and be amazed by the extreme 
hardcore action as these lovelies take it with ease in every orifice. Ass exploration at its 
most extreme!      
Order: PM-5470 Was £21, NOW £10 until 05/05/18

    Banged Behind Bars (Gay Dvd)              
Banged Behind Bars tells of the life of prisoners on an isolated island. The warden takes 
a fancy to one convict and forces his meaty cock into his tight arse, both shooting nice 
loads. In the admissions room, a naked prisoner has his butt probed with fingers before 
his arse is invaded by the guards. More scenes of sex and misuse follow in this fine and 
consistently hot Clair dvd.
Order: LD-8613 Was £21, NOW  £10 until 05/05/18

   Cumshots For Cash (Gay Dvd)                       
Six eighteen year old boys drink cum in Cumshots For Cash. A young guy is seduced by 
his mate who sticks his very large cock up the lad's arse, before turning him over and 
filling his mouth with spunk. A barely legal teen gets fucked by a massively hung lad 
before taking a powerful cumshot in the face. Two youngsters do their first gay anal and 
cum drinking, before two more horny lads spunk in each other's faces after bareback 
fucking!   
Order: LD-8610 Was £20, NOW £10 until 05/05/18

All the above dvd titles can be ordered using the order form overleaf and 
qualify for the free dvd offer if you spend £100 or more in one order. These 

special dvd prices expire on 5th May 2018

http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Tag-Teamed-3-Zero-Tolerance.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Busty-and-Butt-Fucked-1-Pumpkin-Media-Europe.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Doin-Da-Bubble-Butt-3-Black-Ice.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Banged-Behind-Bars-Clair-Production.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Cumshots-For-Cash-Rentboy-UK.html


Instructions

Navigation

You can move from page to page through the brochure by clicking on the bottom corner of each page, or by
using the arrows on the far right of the navigation bar below.

The bottom left of the navigation bar also contains controls to enlarge the brochure size to Full Screen, to
Zoom In, to Print (any page), and to Download the brochure as a pdf file.

Links To Websites

If you prefer to view all the dvds in this brochure in one convenient location, then click here for Hetero items or
here for Gay items.

Special Offers

Some of the special offers in this brochure are time-dated and therefore expire after a certain date. Where a
dvd is offered at a reduced price, you may find that it has reverted to it's usual (higher) price on the website
after that expiration date.

£5 Per Order Discount For Payments By Cheque, Postal Order, or Cash

This offer is only available until the expiration date given in this brochure and on the order form, and is only
available for mail orders posted to us where payment is made by UK Cheque (made payable to STB), UK
Postal Orders (made payable to STB) or UK (British Pounds) Cash (registered post advised). It is not available
for mail orders paid by credit card or for any orders placed via the websites.

To claim this discount, you must use the Order Form that applies to this brochure. You can print the order form
page using the Print button on the navigation bar below, or you can download and print an order form from our

Completed order forms should be sent with payment to:-

Simply The Best
Apartado 212 AP
29630-01 Benalmadena Costa
Spain

More details are on the How To Order page of this brochure.

Receiving Brochures By Post

If you currently receive a brochure by mail and would prefer to read the brochure online instead, then please
email us at brochures@simplythebestdvd.com and we will stop mailing the brochure to you.

If you are a regular customer who would prefer to still receive a printed copy of the brochure by mail each
month, then again please email us at brochures@simplythebestdvd.com and we will arrange. Please note
though - we only mail brochures to customers in the UK and Ireland.

Each dvd in this brochure has an embedded link that takes you to that dvd's page on:-:-

www.simply-adult.com  

website here.

http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Brochures.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Brochures.html
http://www.simplythebestdvd.com/brochure/forms/06-18order.pdf
http://www.simply-adult.com/
mailto:brochures@simplythebestdvd.com
mailto:brochures@simplythebestdvd.com
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